We present an algorithm to compute the primary decomposition of any ideal in a polynomial ring over a factorially closed algorithmic principal ideal domain R. This means that the ring R is a constructive PID and that we are given an algorithm to factor polynomials over fields which are finitely generated over R or residue fields of R. We show how basic ideal theoretic operations can be performed using Gr6bner bases and we exploit these constructions to inductively reduce the problem to zero dimensional ideals. Here we again exploit the structure of Gr6bner bases to directly compute the primary decomposition using polynomial factorization. We also show how the reduction process can be applied to computing radicals and testing ideals for primality.
Introduction
A fundamental construction in commutative algebra is the primary decomposition of ideals. From an algebraic point of view this generalizes the operation of factorization into products of irreducible elements, while it is connected from a geometric viewpoint with the decomposition of a variety into its irreducible components. In this paper we present an algorithm to compute the primary decomposition of any ideal in a polynomial ring over a factorially closed algorithmic principal ideal domain (Ayoub, 1982) . The rational integers Z form such a ring, but more generally this means that the ring R is a constructive PID and that we are given an algorithm to factor polynomials over fields which are finitely generated over R or residue fields of R. In particular this is true if R is any prime ring (Seidenberg, 1974; Davenport & Trager, 1981) .
Algorithms for primary decomposition in polynomial rings over Z have been presented by Seidenberg (1978) and Ayoub (1982) . Seidenberg was able to present a simplified construction when the base ring was a field by reducing the problem to zero-dimensional ideals (Seidenberg, 1978, Theorem 9) . In the more general case when the base ring was the integers, he was forced to give a more indirect construction involving first computing all the associated primes, and then isolating the primary component associated with each prime. Ayoub attempted to generalize his construction for fields to principal ideal domains. She presented an algorithm which proceeded by induction on the number of variables in the polynomial ring, rather than on the dimension of auxiliary ideals at each stage of the process. Subsequently Seidenberg (1984) investigated more general rings R and presented conditions on R which are sufficient to allow the computation of primary decompositions in polynomial rings over R.
We base our construction on-the Gr6bner basis algorithm, a very powerful tool in computational ring theory (Buchberger, 1983) . This method was introduced in 1965 by Buchberger to solve systems of polynomial equations (Buchberger, 1965) . It provides a canonical (relative to a monomial ordering) set of generators for an ideal which facilitates testing ideal membership and contraction of ideals of subrings. Lazard (1985) has also exploited the structure of a Gr6bner basis to give a very efficient primary decomposition algorithm for the special case of polynomial rings in two variables over fields.
Our construction of the primary decomposition is based on an induction on dimension which generalizes the one presented by Seidenberg for the field case. We use localization at principal primes in place of quotient field formation to decrease the dimension and we present in Proposition 3.7 the fundamental construction which enables us to reduce the primary decomposition computation to its zero-dimensional counterpart. We show how the zero-dimensional problem can be solved by exploiting the structure of Gr6bner bases.
In the first section we introduce our notations and recall the known properties of Gr6bner bases which we will use. The next section shows how basic ideal-theoretic operations such as contractions, intersections, and ideal quotients can be directly computed using Gr6bner bases. Next we present the properties of Gr6bner bases for zero-dimensional ideals. This is used to develop primary decomposition algorithms, first for general zero-dimensional ideals over PID's, and later a simpler and more efficient one when the coefficient ring is a field and the ideal is in general position. Finally we develop our fundamental construction which enables us to reduce the decomposition of general ideals to the zero-dimensional case. We also show how the reduction process can be applied to other problems, specifically computing radicals and testing ideals for primality.
Definitions
Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring with identity. We use the following standard notation:
If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R, then S-tR = {r/s IsiS} denotes the ring of fractions of R with respect to S.. IffsR then Rs= S-1R, where S = {fl'}, is the localization of R atf If P c R is a prime ideal then RP= S-1R, where S-R-P, is the localisation of R at P. If L J are ideals in R then 1: J = {a [ aJ c I} is the ideal quotient of I and 9". If I c R is an ideal then ,,//I = {a [amsI for some m} is the radical of I.
We will say that an ideal I is "given" if we are given a finite set of generators for L DEFINITION 2.1. We say that linear equations are solvable in R if:
(a) (ideal membership) Given a, al ..... a,,,eR it is possible to decide whether a is in the ideal (at .... , a,,,)R and if so, find bl,. 9 9 bm such that a = Eb,al. In all that follows we assume that R is a ring in which linear equations are solvable. We now review the definitions and basic properties of Gr/Sbner bases and associated concepts. We now fix a compatible order >. Note that such an order is necessarily a well-ordering (Zacharias, 1978) . PROOF. The ideal membership condition on R insures that we can decide whether f is reducible modulo G, and if so, find terms t,. such that lt(f)= Z,t t lt(g3. If f is not reducible, then f' =f will do. Otherwise let fl =f-Z, tjgl. By construction, the leading term of Z, tigi cancels the leading term off, so deg(f0 < deg(f). Thus by induction on the well-ordering < we can find a reducedf' withf' -fl mod(gl .... , g,,,). Butf~fl sof.~f' as required. [] REMARK. It is clear from the proof that the non-constructive version of Proposition 2.5 also holds: For any f and G (whether explicitly given or not), there exists a reduced f' with f_=f' modulo the ideal generated by G. DEFINITION 2.6. A subset G of an ideal I c R[x] is a Gr6bner basis for I if Lt(G) = Lt(I), that is if every non-zero element of I is reducible modulo G. G is a minimal Gr6bner basis if additionally every g eG is non-zero and reduced modulo G -{g}.
If g is reducible modulo G -{g }, i.e. lt(g)e Lt(G 4= {g }), then Lt(G -{g}) = Lt(G). Thus G -{g} is a Gr6bner basis for I if G is. In particular any given Gr6bner basis can be made minimal by simply removing those elements which are reducible modulo the others. The following proposition describes the fundamental property of Gr6bner bases. PROOF. See Trinks (1978) or Zacharias (1978) . [] We remark that the Gr6bner basis algorithm automatically produces a basis for the syzygy module of the generators. Thus it can be used to demonstrate that R[x] satisfies both the computability conditions of Definition 2.1 whenever R does. The computation of Gr6bner bases takes a particularly simple form when the coefficient ring R is a Principal Ideal Domain (PID) or a field. In fact the algorithm was originally discovered in the context of fields (Buchberger, 1965; 1970; 1976) . See also (Buchberger, 1979) for some additional results which can be used to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Finally, we note that our definition of Gr6bner bases is the least restrictive one possible, in the sense that there exist definitions in the literature which place additional conditions on the leading coefficients and/or non-leading terms of the basis elements. All the algorithms presented in this paper can of course be applied to any such stricter types of Gr6bner bases, provided only that the condition of Definition 2.6 is satisfied.
Operations on Ideals
In this section we discuss the use of Gr6bner bases to perform some basic ideal operations in R [x] . Most of the constructions we describe are based on an observation by D. Spear (1977) that Gr6bner bases computed with respect to the lexicographical order on monomials have the effect of eliminating the more "'main" variables. The following proposition describes this property in more detail. which is itself a polynomial ring over a base ring R, we can instead group the coefficient variables y and ring variables x together using an appropriate order > (extending the desired order > i) and apply the algorithm over R itself. This is of great practical importance when the base ring R is a field or a PID, for in those cases the Gr6bner basis computation over R is much simpler than the general algorithm which would have to be used if we were to work directly over the coefficient ring R [y] .
In the remainder of this paper, we will often appear to require the calculation of GrSbner bases with coefficients in polynomial rings constructed from an initial base ring. It is a consequence of this proposition that in practice all our constructions can be performed using the simpler PID (respectively field) variant of the GrSbner basis algorithm, provided the original base ring is a PID (respectively a field).
Part (ii) of the proposition shows that we can compute the contraction of an ideal to a coordinate subring: We simply compute the Gr6bner basis for the ideal, with respect to an order > based on whatever order > 2 we want for the contraction. Then the elements of the Gr6bner basis which involve only the subring variables give a GrSbner basis for the contraction.
EXAMPLE. Consider the ideal I = (xy + y, xz + 1) c Q [z, y, x] . Using the full lexicographical order with x >y >z, we can compute a minimal Gr6bner basis [z, y] . Proposition 3.1(i) states that G is also a GrSbner basis for I when it is considered as an ideal in the polynomial ring Q [z, yJ[x] with variable x and coefficients in Q [z, y] . In other words, Lt.~(I) = Lt~(G) where Lt x refers to leading terms taken with respect to the ordering of powers of x only. Note that in the interpretation, G is not a minimal Gr6bner basis, for we have
Thus a minimal Gr6bner basis for I c (Q [z, y] ) [x] is G' = {xz + 1, yz -y}. Note that G' is not a Gr6bner basis for I when all the variables are considered, because then lt(yz-y) =yz and xyq~ (xz, yz) . As this example shows, the price for computing the GrSbner bases over Q when we are only interested in the basis over Q [z,y] is the construction of some unnecessary basis elements. The advantage is the ability to use simpler versions of the algorithms.
A number of useful ideal operations which can be expressed in terms of coordinate subring contractions are listed below. 
PROOF. (i)Let t be a new indeterminate and observe that
We note thai we could compute the intersection directly by constructing the basis for an appropriate syzygymodule, but the approach through subring contraction is simpler and more efficient. This is because the contraction computes the basis for the intersection of the ideals directly, without needing to first construct and store the explicit expression of each element as a linear combination of generators of both I and 3". [y, x, t] using an order which puts t first. For example with total lexicographical order with t > x > y, the Gr6bner basis is G = (yxt -xy, yt -y, 2t +yx, 12y, xy 2 + 2y, 6xy) .
Contracting this to Z[y, x] we find that
In(y) = (12y, xy 2 + 2y, 6xy).
Dividing by y we see that (I: y) = (6x, 12, xy + 2). In order to divide out all powers ofy from L we compute
Proceeding as in part (v) above, we consider the ideal (L ty -1) c Z[y, x, t]. G = (ty -1, 2t + x, 3x 2, 6x, 12, xy + 2) is a Gr6bner basis for it in lexicographical order, so by contracting the basis we find that IZ [y, x] y nZ[y, x] = (3x ~, 6x, 12, xy + 2). 
Then for G c I we have (i) If G is a Gr6bner basis for I then G nR generates lnR and n(G) is a Gr6bner basis for ~(I). (ii) G is a minimal Gr6bner basis for I if and only if G caR is a minimal basis for I nR, ~z(G-G nR) is a minimal Gr6bner basis for ~(1)
, and n(lt(g))~ 0 for all geG -GnR.
PROOF. Since re(It(f)) is either 0 or it(re(f)), we have ~z(Lt(I))cLt(~(I)), and, conversely, given fee we can write f=fo+fl where n(f0)= 0 and ~(lC(fl))~ 0. In particular, f0eI and so fleI and lt(r~(f)) = lt(z(fl)) = r~(lt(fi)) eg(Lt(I)). Thus we observe that ~(Lt(I))=Lt(zc(I)). The result now follows from the definitions and Proposition 3.1(ii). [] Finally, we consider the construction of the ring of fractions of R[x] with respect to multiplicative subsets of R. We first observe that Gr6bner bases are well behaved under this operation.
PROPOSITtON 3.4. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset oJ" R. If G is a Gr6bner basis for an ideal I c R[x] then it is a Gr6bner basis for S-llc (S-1R)[x].
PROOF. We have Lt(S-11) = S-lEt(I) = S-lEt(G), i.e. the leading terms of elements of G generate Lt(S-II) in S-IR [x] . [] Thus computing with Gr6bner bases in (S-IR) [x] presents no special problems. An important construction which we need to consider now is the saturation S-1I n R[x] with respect to S of an ideal I c R [x] . We note that this operation can be determined from the behaviour of the leading term ideal, in the following sense: LEMMA 3.5.
~f then Let T ~ S be multiplicatively closed subsets of R, and let I be an ideal in
R[x] S-lEt(I) n R[x] = T-lEt(I) n R[x] S-II ca R[x] = T-1[ t3 R[X].
PROOF. We have Et(S -lI~ T-IR[x]) ~ Lt(S -1I) ca T-1R[x] = S-lEt(I) n T-1R[x] = T-1(S-lEt(I) ca R[x])

= T-l(T-tLt(I) nR[x]) = T-~Lt(I)
= Lt(T-1I) because T = S by assumption
Since S-~InT-~R[x] =T-~L we obtain Lt(S-~InT-~R[x])=Lt(T-~I).
Thus by Corollary 2.10 we have
S-lie3 T-IR[X] = T-IL
Taking the intersection with R[x] completes the proof. [] We remark that taking T = { 1 } shows that [ is saturated with respect to S if Lt(I) is. More generally, the lemma states that we may attempt to compute the saturation with respect to S using a smaller rnultiplicative set T, provided the change does not affect the behaviour of the leading term ideal. PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S be a multiplieatively closed subset of R, I an ideal in R[x] . If for some s ~ S,
PROOF. Apply the lemma with T = {s"}. []
Since we know how to compute IR,.[x] c~R[x] by Corollary 3.2(v), S-lInR[x]
can be computed if we can find an sES satisfying condition (*). Thus Propostion 3.6 reduces the problem of computing the saturation S-~Ic~R[x] of an arbitrary ideal I in R[x] to an analogous problem for ideals generated by terms. This is equivalent to solving the problem for finite sets of ideals in R, and whether it can be done depends of course on the given R and S.
Of particular interest to us is the localization Rp at a prime ideal P ~ R, i.e. the case where S = R-P. While we do not know of any general algorithms to compute the saturations of ideals in R with respect to arbitrary prime ideals P, the problem can be solved in the case where P is a principal ideal. The following proposition will be central to a dimension reduction process which will be developed later in the paper. 
Primality Test
As an application of the results developed in the previous section, we now present an algorithm for testing the primality of ideals in R Step 5:
Step 6: Iff is not irreducible over K' then return FALSE.
Step 7: Compute I eC = I'K' [x~] n R' [x~] . [Corollary 3.81 Step 8: If le"= I' then return TRUE, otherwise return FALSE.
Zero-dimensional Ideals
We now begin a deeper study of the properties of Gr6bner bases by examining the structure of zero-dimensional ideals. First we show that under certain conditions we can determine whether an ideal is zero-dimensional by simply inspecting its Gr6bner basis.
LEMMA 5.1 Let f c R[x] be an ideal such that I c~R is zero-dimensional. Then I is zero-dimensional if and only if R[x]/I is integral over R.
PROOF. ~: If R[x]/! is integral over R then it is also integral over the subring R/I n R c R[x]/L Thus R/InR and R[x]/I have the same dimension.
=~: Let I = n Qk be a primary decomposition of 1, and let Mk = xfQ-~" By assumption, Mk is maximal. Since Mk c~ R contains I n R, it is zero-dimensional and hence maximal.
Therefore, by the Nullstellensatz, the field R[x]/M k is a finite algebraic extension of the subfield R/Mk n R. In particular, for each i, Mk contains a monic polynomial f.,k(x`.). Then fi.~(xi)Ns Qk for some N, and so ]-lk fl.k(xf)rr is an equation of integral dependence forx~modL []
The requirement that I nR be zero-dimensional cannot be omitted. For instance consider R ----Z(2), the localization of Z at the prime ideal generated by 2eZ. Then the ideal I = (2x -1)R in R[x] is maximal but contains no monic polynomials, so x mod I is not integral over R. And indeed InR = (0) is not zero-dimensional.
We note however that the condition that 1mR be zero-dimensional for every zero-dimensional ideal I ~ R[x] is satisfied in Hilbert rings (see Kaplansky, 1968) . In particular the condition holds for polynomial rings with coefficients in a field. Furthermore, it follows from the lemma that if I and I nR [x] are zero-dimensional then so is l n R [xi ..... x,,] for any i.
The following proposition gives an effective criterion for detecting integral extensions. (Xl, . .., Xn) C ~/~I).
PROI'OSlTION 5.2. R[x]/I is integral over R if and only if
PROOF. =~: Each x`. + I~R[x]/I is integral over R, so for each i, I contains a monic polynomial f(xl)eR[xf]
. Then lt(f(xl))~ Lt(I), but the leading term off(x,.) is just a power of x i. ,*=: We will show that R[x]/I in finitely generated as an R-module, which implies that it is integral over R. Suppose xT'g~Lt(I), and consider the finitely generated R-module K= ~ Rx~' . . . x~". 
. It is possible to decide whether R[x]/I is integral over R, and if not, to find an i such that xt + I is not integral over R.
Applying the lemma, we get
COROLLARY 5.4. If I n R is zero-dimensional then it is possible to decide whether I is zero-dimensional, and if not, to find an i such that In R[xt] is not zero-dimensional.
When In R is primary then we can further simplify the criterion described above.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let I c R[x] be an ideal such that I n R is zero-dimensional primary.
Let G be a Grdbner basis for L Then I is zero-dimensional if and onty if for each I there exists a gi~G such that lt(gi) = c~x'~i , c~R a unit modulo I ~R.
PROOF. Let G~ and L~ be as in the discussion precedin_g__Corollary 5.3. Note that Gt contains G nR and hence L,. contains 1hR. Since x/R nI is maximal, L; = (1) if and only if Lir x/~n I, which can occur if and only if there is some g~G~ such that lc(g,-) ~x/~ hi. But this is equivalent to the requirement that (lc(g~), R nI) = (1). [] Note that, with notation as above, every element of I whose leading term is divisible by x m' is reducible modulo {gi} ~ (G ~ R). In particular, if G is a minimal Gr6bner basis then all elements of G~ other than g~ have degree in x,-strictly smaller than mr. Thus to decide whether I is zero-dimensional using a minimal Gr6bner basis, one needs only to check that Gt contains exactly one element of the maximal degree, and that its leading coefficient together with G n R generates the unit ideal--it is not necessary to check the leading coefficients of any other elements of Gi. Conversely, if I is known to be zero-dimensional then g~ can be uniquely identified as the highest degree element of G~--there is no need to verify the condition on its leading coefficient.
We now investigate the structure of zero-dimensional primary ideals. When we say a polynomial has some property modulo an ideal J in R, we mean that its image as a polynomial in R/J has that property. We first note the following univariate results.
LEMMA 5.6. Let IcR[xt] be an ideal such that InR is zero-dimensional. Suppose xT'~Lt(I), x~"-l~Lt(I). Then every f ~ I with deg(f) < m is a zero-divisor modulo I c~ R.
PROOF. Let L c R be the ideal generated by the leading coefficients of elements of I of degree less than m. We claim that iffeI has degree less than m then f---0 mod L. Let f = ClXT'-t +... + co,. Then c~ is either 0 or it is the leading coefficient off, so c t ~L. By assumption, there exists a gsl with it(g)=x'L". Let f'=xdr--clg.
Then f'eI and f, , ,,,-t = e~x~ + 9 9 + c,,, with c~ ~_ c~+ ~ mod L. It follows by induction that cteL for all i, proving the claim. Now ifL = (1) then I would contain a monic polynomial of degree less than m, contrary to assumption. Thus L is a proper ideal. Since I ca R c L with I ca R zero-dimensional, L is contained in some associated prime of I ca R. PROOF. Let lt(gl) =c~x7 '~. By assumption, c 1 is a unit modulo Ic~R, so xT'teLt(gl, Ic~R)~ Lt(I). Lt(I)cannot contain any smaller powers of xl since otherwise gt would be reducible, contradicting the minimality of G. Thus by Lemma 5.6, every f~l of degree less than m t is a zero-divisor modulo 1hR. But since IcaR is primary, the set of zero-divisors modulo Ic~R is exactly ~I--n--R. Thus f~/, deg(f) < m~ implies f = 0 rood ~. Let fe I. By Proposition 2.5, there exists f" =f rood(g1, I ca R) such that f' is reduced modulo (g, I n R). Since x2~ ~Lt(gl, I ca R ,L~f~_has degree less than m, sof = 0 mod .4/I--n R.
Thusf~(g~, IcaR)+ ~ = (g, x/ff-nR). In other words we have
I c(g,,~/-~R)cx//-I.
Taking radicals proves the lemma. []
We are now able to completely characterize zero-dimensional primary ideals in terms of verifiable conditions on their lexicographical Gr6bner bases. [xi+ l, ::., x,,] . If this is the case then for every h~G nR [x, ..... x,] -{gi}, h =-0 rood ~/I n R [x t + 1 ..... x,,] . x2 ..... x,] , I' = I ca R'. In view of Proposition 3.1, we may proceed by induction to conclude that the proposition holds for I' and g2,..., g~ ~G caR'. Thus we only need to show that I is primary if and only if I' is primary and gl is the power of an irreducible polynomial modulo x/~ 7, in which case h = 0 mod x/~ for h sG -{g,}. Clearly if I is primary then so is I', so assume I' is primary. Let lt(gl) = elx7 '~. If h is an element of G other than gl, then it must have degree less than ml in Xl, since otherwise it would be reducible by_ (g~, I'). Thus by Lemma 5.6 (and the assumption that I' is primary) h = 0 mod ,v~ -7, proving the second part of the proposition. Since I is zero-dimensional, it is primary if and only if its radical is prime. By Lemma 5.7, 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let I ~ R[x] be a zero-dimensional Meal such that I ca R & zero-dimensional primary. Let G be a minhnal Gr6bner basis for I with respect to the lexieographical order with xl >' "~" > x,, and let g~ .... , g,,~G be as in Proposition 5.5. Then I is primary if and only f .for all i, gi is a power of an irreducible polynomial modulo ~/InR
PROOF. Let R' = R[x/~ = ~ -x/(~',
Zero-dimensional Primary Decomposition
In this section we assume that for any given maximal ideal M ~ R, it is possible to factor univariate polynomials over finitely generated algebraic extensions of R/M. This will be the case for instance if R is a finitely generated algebra over a prime field or Z (see Davenport & Trager, 1981) .
We now present an algorithm for computing the irredundant primary decomposition of zero-dimensional ideals in R [x] . The algorithm works by computing the primary decomposition of I~ R [x,,] , extending it to a (not necessarily primary) decomposition of all of /, and then proceeding by induction to construct a complete primary decomposition of each component. The following proposition describes the induction step. Step 1: Ifn =0 then return {(/,M)}
Step 2: Compute a minimal Gr6bner basis G for lnR [x,,] . [Proposition 3.1(ii)]
Step 3: Select the geG of largest degree.
Step 4: Compute the complete factorization of g mod M,g = rlp~, in (R/ M) [x,,] , p, ER [x,,] .
Step 5: Find s such that (I7 p1')'~l n R [x,,] .
Step 6: Let I`. = (p~,~, I), M~ = (p`., M)R[x,,] .
Step 7: Return U,. ZPD (R[x,,]; x~ .... , x,,_ f; I,.; M~) .
RnMARK. The union in
Step 7 is disjoint, that is, it is not necessary to check for and remove duplicates.
Zero-dimensional Ideals Over Fields of Characteristic 0
In this section we assume that K is a field of characteristic zero and that all Gr6bner bases G are normalised so that lc(g) = 1 for all g~G.
If I is an ideal in K[x] = K [x~,..., x,,] , let us denote I`. = I n K[x~ .... , x,]. If I is a zero-dimensional prime then by Proposition 5.9 every minimal lexicographical Gr6bner basis for I has the form {gt (xl ..... x,), g~(x2 ..... x,,) ..... g,,(x,,) }, with g`. monic as a polynomial in x; and irreducible modulo I~+ 1. We can in fact obtain the following stronger result: {g~(xt ..... x,,) ..... g,,(x,,) } a minimal Gr6bner basis for I with respect to the lexicographical order. Then "almost all" linear transformations of coordinates, gi= xl -P~Xl+ l ..... x,,) for i < n.
PROOF. By (the proof of) the primitive element theorem (Zariski & Samuel, 1975) , for almost all a~ ..... a,,eK,
If we choose new coordinates z~ ..... z,, such that z,, = Z aixi, then we have:
. z,,] IS ~-K(z,,).
Since zi~K (z,,) for every i, we have that zi =f~(z,,) holds in K [z~ ..... z,,] /I and hence 1 contains polynomials of the form zi -fi(z,,) for all i < n. If G is a Gr6bner basis relative to coordinates z~ ..... z,, then zt -f~(z,,) is reducible rood G. Since the only element of G which could reduce zl is g`., we have It(g,.) = z`. as required. [] We can now introduce the notion of "general position". As an example, consider the ideal I = (x z + 1, x2) = Q [xl, xz] . x2 is irreducible over Q and Xl 2 + 1 is irreducible over Q[x2]/(x2), so by Proposition 5.9/is a zero-dimensional prime ideal. It is not in general position since x~ + 1 is not linear in xl. If we make the substitution x2 = ax~ + xz and consider the ideal I, = (ax~ + x2, x] + 1), we find that G, = {x 2, + a 2, axl + xz} is the Gr6bner basis for I, whenever a # 0. In that case G, is as required by Definition 7.2, so we see that any non-zero value of a is sufficient to bring I into general position.
REMARK. From the proof of Proposition 7.1 it follows that in order to put a zero-dimensional prime ideal in general position it is sufficient to replace x,, by x,, + Y-. cixi for random e~K. We remark also that it is always possible to put any zero-dimensional ideal in general position. The intent is to separate all the zeros in an algebraic closure by the last coordinate. To do so, one simply chooses c; such that the values x,, + s cixt are distinct as (x~ .... , x,,) ranges over the set of zeros of the ideal in the algebraic closure of K. The set of "bad" choices form a proper algebraic subset of K"-~ and thus "almost all" choices of c; are good. 
PROOF. (p~', I
) is a zero-dimensional ideal and by definition of general position it is contained in exactly one prime ideal. Thus it must be a primary ideal. [] If we are given a zero-dimensional ideal/, not necessarily in general position, then the above construction will yield a decomposition but not necessarily into primary components. If the minimal Gr6bner basis for (p~, I) is not of the form predicted by Corollary 7.3, then I is not in general position. We can then proceed by choosing a different set of coordinates (or by reverting to the non-probabilistic algorithm ZPD). We remark however that a random substitution "almost always" works. Step 1: Select random e~ ..... c,,_ ~K and replace x,, by x,, + X e~xg.
Step 2: Compute Ic~K [x,,] = (g). [Proposition 3.1(ii)]
Step 3: Compute the complete factorization of g, g---H p~"
Step 4: If (p~,, I) is not a primary ideal in general position [Corollary 7.3 ] then go to Step 1.
Step 5: Replace x, by x, --Z c~x~.
Step 6: Return {(p~, I)}.
REMARK. In
Step 4, it would be sufficient to test (pSi, I) for being primary (using Proposition 5.8), but since the simpler test of Corollary 7.3 will be satisfied in almost all cases, it is preferable.
Primary Decomposition in Principal Ideal Domains
In this section we show how to reduce the general primary decomposition problem to the zero-dimensional case when the coefficient ring is a PID. ] n R'[x'J. Thus to decompose I it is sufficient to separately decompose (I, r') and I "c. Since (I, r')nR' contains both the (p)-primary ideal [nR and the element r'r either (L r') n R" is zero-dimensional or it is the unit ideal. In the former case, we can compute the primary decomposition of (I, r') by induction on the number of xk such that the contraction of the ideal to R [xk] is not zero-dimensional. In the latter case I = I ec and so we only need to compute the decomposition I e'.
In order to decompose F" we only need to decompose F = IR~p) [X'] and then contract the decomposition back to R'[x'] using Proposition 3.7. Note that R~,) is again a PID, Assumptions: R is a PID, (p)R is maximal, Ic~R is (p)-primary. Output: {Q1 ..... Q,,,} such that Qi c R[x] is primary and I= nQ;.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:
Step 9 
Applications to Computing Radicals and Associated Primes
The algorithm of the preceding section depends on repeated applications of the following formula I = (I, s) n(I : s) (*)
to reduce the dimension of L s is chosen so that the dimension of (/, s) is strictly less than that Of I, and (I : s) = I ec is the contraction of the extension of I to a polynomial ring of lower dimension. This reduction strategy can be applied to other constructions provided they are well-behaved under the basic operations employed by the reduction process. As an example, we consider the computation of the radical and of ideal. We first observe that (*) implies that But v/U: s)= .4/~= (,/-fi:)*. Thus computing radicals commutes with our reduction strategy. At the point where algorithm PPD-0 is ready to call ZPD orZPDF, we have reduced the problem to a zero-dimensional ideal whose contraction to the underlying PID R is (p)-primary. Since algorithm ZPD can also compute the associated primes in the situation, we can simply compute the radical as the intersection of the associated primes.
Using ZPD, however, makes radical computation no easier than primary decomposition. Since square-free factorization of polynomials over perfect fields reduces to greatest common divisor computations, which are in general easier than polynomial factorization, we could hope for an easier way to compute radicals of ideals. Once we have arrived at the situation where we have an ideal I such that In R is (p)-primary, we can adjoin p to I and assume I n R is maximal. We can now reduce I modulo p, which brings us to the case of zero-dimensional ideals in a polynomial ring over a field. When this field is perfect, there is a much simpler radical construction based on Lemma 92 of Seidenberg (1974) . Since I is zero-dimensional, it contains non-constant univariate polynomials f(xi) in each variable x,.. We define g, =s wheref~ is the derivative off taken with respect to x~. Since our coefficient field is perfect, ,~will have all distinct roots in any splitting field. Seidenberg shows that = (I,g~,... ,g,,) . Note that the f can be found using a single Gr6bner basis computation along with the solution of linear equations, as observed by Buchberger (1985) .
